Strengthen your practice. Expand your impact.

- One-year certificate programs for nonprofit senior leaders, executives, and early career leaders.
- Designed for working professionals; taught by nonprofit practitioners.
- Students gain skills, confidence, and networks to advance their career.
- Class location: Midtown Manhattan

*Thanks to the generosity of our philanthropic partners, all tuition for the class of 2021 will be waived.*

**Core Certificate Program:**
Equips nonprofit leaders with the skills, knowledge, and networks they need to make strategic, mission-driven decisions.

- Weekly 2 hour seminar covering 22 management and leadership topics
- Weekly small group seminars that allow time to reflect on lessons learned and apply them to real-time work challenges
- One-on-one mentorship offered after graduation
- Certificate in Nonprofit Management and Leadership

**Community Fellows Program:**
Propels early career leaders by advancing their leadership skills, increasing social capital, and embedding them in a robust professional network.

- Fully-funded year-long fellowship
- Monthly day-long sessions, covering a wide range of leadership and social change topics
- Weekly small group seminars that allow time to reflect on lessons learned and apply them to real-time work challenges
- Opening retreat
- One-on-one mentorship offered after graduation
- Certificate in Community Leadership and Social Change

Apply today to be part of the Institute’s New York City class of 2021!
Learn More: nonprofitpractice.org/apply-nyc
Join a Community of Leaders

“Being an agent of social change requires continuous learning, accountability, and community. I’m grateful to have been part of a program that has challenged me to be the best version of myself and to have found a network of talented individuals that inspire me.”

Shivangi Shah, Community Fellows Program Alum

“Oftentimes, leadership positions in small organizations are lonely and few support structures exist to help leaders propel organizations forward. With INP, I’ve gained an enormous support system, lifelong friendships, and a bank of human knowledge and experience I can openly access. I’m excited to use the knowledge and skills I’ve gained from INP to deepen my organization’s impact in my community.”

Carlon Howard, Core Program Alum

“I participated in the Core Program as part of a professional development plan which my Executive Director and I outlined together. Along the road, I was promoted and given a raise. I can directly attribute this professional growth to my time in INP. I’m so grateful for the learning, the growing, and the expanded network I gained.”

Lisa Cascio, Core Program Alum

Apply today to be part of the Institute’s New York City class of 2021! Learn More: nonprofitpractice.org/apply-nyc